
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL OF HUMAN BONDAGE BY W SOMERSET

MAUGHAM

Selected by the Modern Library as one of the best novels of all time "It is very Of Human Bondage is a bildungsroman
made unique by W. Somerset of the soul, and is still trying to define a mode of conduct and the meaning of life.

Philip wants to be a doctor. Maugham was a self-hating homosexual, and his picture of Mildred as Philip's
love-object reflects the trials of a young gay man in the aftermath of the Oscar Wilde case. But what does he
replace it with? This sets him free, for he realizes that Mildred just follows her own nature, as he follows his.
In search for some additional income, Philip started speculate at the stock exchange, and his first try turned out
to be very successful, that he afforded himself an operation on his leg, and went with Mildred to sea. Being
inside Philip's head and watching the ramifications of his decisions as he grows into a man, is at times
harrowing; other times, vitalizing: it conjures up many emotions: the reader receives a full and enriching
experience of a life truly lived. Yet he seems to have no control over his passion for her. With all of Philip's
difficult experiences and the manifold of deep emotions felt therein , Of Human Bondage is the perfect novel
with relation to self discovery and growing up. In Germany Philip got acquainted with Hayward and got under
his influence. Freedom of Thought and Lifestyle Although Philip searches for belonging and love, he has an
equal need for autonomy and freedom. Philip wanted to help his friend, and let him live in his rooms, but he
soon died. The novel's history is interesting. All that is life, is this. And Philip interpreted it that though a
person aimlessly wove a tracery of his own life, but plaiting into it different threats everyone created his own
life, and should be satisfied with this choice. Philip went through this -- more drastically, and with a much
colder woman than was my college crush -- but still, it brought back memories and emotions: I could
empathize: I could relate. Ownership, power, control, jealousy, self-abasementâ€”these are characteristic of
the kind of love that Maugham identifies as bondage. The uniqueness of the picture carried its sense. XX, p.
Due to this, Philip suffers greatly in silence, aching only to find someone to love him without condition. Now
begins the most poignant and memorable passage of the novel, Carey's hopeless affair with Mildred, a
waitress. Is it possible to live without ideals? Having returned from Germany to England Philip met a daughter
of the former Mr. To Philip's dismay, after Mildred has her baby, she falls in love with Philip's good friend
Harry Griffiths, and runs away with him. Instead Philip decides he will go to London and study at the hospital
where his father once worked. She was rather unattractive and not neat. Mildred declines and exits from the
plot, her fate remaining unknown. At this period of his life Philip met Mildred for the last time. Thorpe
Athelny walked away from his upper-class wife and found happiness with the servant Betty and their nine
children, living a joyous and natural life, free of social pretension. Philip works at this job until his uncle dies,
leaving him enough money so he can afford to return to medical school. Perhaps not since David Copperfield ,
an obvious inspiration No 15 in this series , had an English writer mined his own life so explicitly or so
ruthlessly.


